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About This Content

Corrupted and swollen by the pestilences and plagues that afflict them Death Guard Champions prefer short ranged combat
where they can spread the diseases that the Chaos God Nurgle has blessed them with. Immune to pain or damage they grimly

advance forward laughing off attacks and leaving a trail of pestilence and disease behind them.
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encouraged me to eat paint, was more fulfulling than this game. A cute small game. Great content for the price. Achievements
were decently easy to achieve. Really enjoyed the voice acting. The story was quite adorable. Totally reminds me of the Black
Butler anime and I wouldn't be surprised if it was based on it, your Butler even looks a lot like Sebastian. I pretty much set my
character's names to Ciel Phantomhive and Sebastian Michaelis for the giggles, and in doing that as a massive Black Butler fan
it made the game 10x more fun. Certainly purchase if you're a Black Butler fan, looking for a cute little story, or just looking
for an easy to 100% game to add to your list.. An absolute tour de force. A shmup full of imaginative patterns, chaos, and rapid-
fire fun. Magnificently paced, endlessly charming. Mecha Ritz really does earn its spot proudly right next to Crimzon Clover,
Eschatos, and Mushihimesama. It is that good.

The rank system slides perfectly up and down, making the game faster and more chaotic, but you stronger, the better you do,
and easier the more you take it on the chin. This creates a wonderful risk vs reward metric by making the game more and more
intense the better you play. Combine with all the extra lives it gives you (A ridiculous amount compared to others in the genre. I
would get 3-5 shields and 3-5 bombs usually each level.), and the game manages to make room for terrible play as well as
reward extremely good play with crazier patterns.

Of course, you have to manage a decent rank to get the best ending, but even the bad ending is a rip roaring good time.

But even without the rank system, you have a game that is just brilliantly put together in every way. Do not let this one pass you
by if you like shmups at all.

EDIT: The manual is a readme.txt file in the game install directory and explains the various systems. This is old school as can
be.. In my entire speedrunning career I have never done better than I have in this game. I got a time of 52:00 flat. The trick was
realizing that the underwater apples and pears were acutally NOT a part of the game but an effect from the LSD mashed potatos
I ate for dinner. Never the less, this game is still a mastapiece. EA, Ubisoft, Activision could take a page out of
Disney\u2022Pixar's book and creat a work of art like this if they weren't big stupid poo poo heads. I am the greatest there has
ever been in Disney\u2022Pixar's Finding Nemo's speedrunning community. If you wish to get an autograph from me message
me and I will give you a copy. Slopnopski out!. hard but fun. I found this to be a very enjoyable game for the asking price. All
of the main levels follow the same formula of defending civilians from attackers, then a boss fight which requires using
different mechanics to defeat. Following the boss, there are first person modes for racing and fighting. Those are a nice break
from the town saving missions. Controlling the player vehicle is easy to grasp, but there are some rough edges with physics and
some objects/walls in the game (the tank boss also got stuck a couple of times). The achievements are very easy to scoop up, if
you're into that. I was able to get 35/40 in my first session, and another hour or so to finish the campaign granted another perfect
game. Overall I've been sufficiently entertained by this title.. Good sim, no flaw i can really talk about. Similar but slightly
differnt to Patracian and Port Royal. This is more fun than Pat.
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Sadly i have refunded this game purely based on my opinions with pricing not the game itself.

The game is great it has alot of great stuff but.

Online matchmaking is slow since there is only 54 players a day playing the game (so far)
Find a match isnt available meaning u have to find a lobby that does not have a password entered.
Maps are small and with the controls u fall off before u can kill each other.

Game has some great promises but i will have to get it at another time.

Also if u get it join thier discord. u can chat with the devs there and speak your mind to them. (dont be rude). Point Perfect is an
interesting idea of a game. It takes after one of those harder, frustrating-to-play kinds of games and it does that well.
Unfortunately, it has no tutorial (not one that I can recall anyway) and the hints it gives are just insults to the player. The insults
are meant to be funny, but I felt that it's very obvious that the developer(s) tried too hard to make it funny and it just missed the
bar completely. The only reason I still play this is because there are Steam achievements. Only buy this so there can be more
trading cards in circulation (don't buy this if you don't plan to trade them with\/give them to me). :). 10/10 anime waifus, lots
of♥♥♥♥♥n ♥♥♥♥♥♥s, would play again. My first launch of the game lasted 3.5 hours (ooppss past the refund time) and that
was just one stretch of a game. That could be a sign of the easy learning curve of the game, considering such a bad gamer as
myself. The game accused to be "too random" by most of the users and I guess that's the whole point of this "secret agent
headmaster role-play". The decisions you make are based on those unknowns, are the game is about to reveal these unknowns as
much and as fast as you can. I do not regret the price I paid for an early access game.

PROS
+ Niche game
+ Nice music
+ Simple controls
+ Atmosphere

CONS
- More content (characters, countries, relations, technologies, events etc.) needed
- The game is quite demanding on system resources although there are no fancy animations or such

What would be awesome to see:
- Animated character profiles (when they are in hospital, when they are hacking, when they fail, some permanent scars, mood in
the diplomacy\/interrogation screen)
- Proactive interaction with organizations\/influence groups\/armed groups
- Multiplayer!!!. It's only a very short mini game or demo, yet gives you the feeling of being in an Asian style game, or in a
Room Scale VR Crysis game. It looks and feels good but as said it's really short.. Amazing route. this route is good for the class
67 Diamond Jubilee scenario: Diamond in the rough.. Pretty and quick little test you can enjoy running smoothly.. Fun little
game. Nothing overly inovative.

Story is pretty generic, but not bad.

Graphics are hard to describe, almost grainy. Not bad looking per se, but nothing special.

"Combat" is actually pretty bad, I never really felt threatened by any enemy in this game. I feel it would have benefitted from a
simple punch, instead of the Super Mario trope of jumping on their heads and instant KO.

Camera can be a little janky at times, but never game breaking.

Nearly quit when I realized how bad the stuttering is when picking up the nuts and bolts. That needs to be fixed, and
furthermore, I don't know why the devs would release it like that. This is the most glaring issue in my eyes.

The narrator is very echoey, not sure if this is intentional or not. And, as another review stated, it does sound like he's calling
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him Kenny instead of Canny.

Overrall worth the time I spent with it, and I will be looking forward to the main game. A good proof of concept, made me
remember how much I like this kind of game.

I mean hey, it is free. Try it out.. A note to every lame dev wannabe out there: if you can't make as much as basic sound and
video options in your "game" - you are a dumb sucker and your "game" is total crap.
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